
Updates to Paragon                                                                                  
 

Updated Colors on Contact Activity Widget 
Paragon updated the colors for Comments and Searches at the top of the Contact Activity 

widget on the Paragon Pro home screen to match the colors used in Paragon Connect. 

 

Default Options for Collaboration Center Emails 
Paragon cleaned up the help text for attaching the email Message Body to Collaboration Center 

notifications and fixed an issue where the selected message body would display on the initial 

Welcome email, but was missing on subsequent notification emails. 

 

Ability to delete a point in Polygon Map Drawing Tool 
A new feature was added to the Polygon drawing tool to allow users to delete end points. With 

this enhancement, users can right-click on an endpoint and a "Delete" option will pop up. 

Selecting the option removes the point and the drawing updates based on the deleted point 

 

Mapping - AVM Data on Parcels 
Paragon Map Search has been enhanced to support AVM labels on parcels bringing Paragon 

to par with some of the top real estate platforms including our own partner, Homesnap. Agents 

will no longer have to click on the parcel to see the AVM. 

 

Collaboration Center 

Detail Report Updates 
A few minor changes were made to the top header section of the Collaboration Center detail 

report. The header's height was reduced, icons grouped and aligned to the right. The close 

button was updated, and the price was grouped with the address information. 

 

Expanded Full Screen 

The search feature in Collaboration Center was recently moved into one of the primary tabs 

on the dashboard. A new expand option is now available for those who want to search in full 

screen mode. Once in full screen mode, the expand icon changes to a reduce icon that when 

activated takes you back to the default layout. 


